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Abstract—National Institute of Ocean Technology (NIOT),
under the Ministry of Earth Sciences, along with IEEE OES and
OSIs, conducts a national-level competition for students pursuing
engineering degree to visualize and design an autonomous
underwater vehicle. The conceptual basis for Student
Autonomous underwater Vehicle (SAVe) is a highly mobile
autonomous underwater vehicle (AUV) to be built based on
engineering principles. This innovative initiative was launched in
2011 and so far NIOT had received 17,473 website hits, 257
registrations were made and 127 teams had submitted their
Preliminary Design Reports (PDR) and 60 teams made oral
presentation of Conceptual Design Reports (CDR) to improve
their presentation and handle question and answer skills; 28
teams participated in the final competition and demonstrated
their working and engineered AUVs at swimming pool. Most of
the teams used 4-5 thruster configurations to have 6 DOF
controlled by mostly Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU)
interfaced with control unit (CPU) and powered by commercial
LiPo battery packs. Till now, 3 teams had participated in
International competition held at AUVSI foundation San Diego,
USA and totally 8 prototypes of AUVs were developed by
engineering students in India since year 2011.The aim of this
competition was to involve young engineering students on the
new frontiers of ocean technology and kindle their innovative
thinking in this unexplored area of ocean environment and
observation.
The most common configuration of the student AUVs is
that the linear dimensions of the AUVs are less than 1.5 m in
length and weight is less than 35 kgs. The AUV design is a
modular hydrodynamic hull structure and made up of acrylic
material; mounted on Aluminium metallic frames. Many teams
came up with modular thruster mounting frames which could
help position the thrusters for good attitude control and this
proved good stability of the vehicle against unwanted roll and
pitch. All the teams were suggested to use maximum of 4 number
of thrusters (for 6 degrees of freedom) to optimize the AUVs
operation for considerable maneuverability with good energy
efficiency and high endurance. Almost all the student AUVs get
power supply from Lithium-Polymer (Li-Po) batteries with
either 18.5 V or 11.1 V DC input to provide supply for the 19.1 V
DC Thrusters and 12 V Mother Board. One of the most common
features of the teams was Arduino microcontroller for
controlling the thrusters interfaced with CPU. CPU
configurations and capabilities of the teams processor speed
varied from 1.6GHz to 2.1GHzsupported by 1GB or 2GB RAM.
In fact, almost all the teams learned to use good quality web
cameras for the underwater vision and image processing by

placing them in sealed chambers. All the AUVs used face O-rings
for the hulls for good sealing effect as well as for faster assembly
and disassembly. Water resistant connectors were used to
connect the AUV to supportive systems.
The competition received overwhelming response from
different institutions for which IEEE has come forward to extend
financial support. The Office of Naval Research (ONR) also has
shown interest to provide support for the competition to improve
the awareness as well as encourage students in the field of
underwater technologies.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

AUVs, self-propelled unmanned submersible vehicles with
its own onboard intelligence system to make decisions, are
dependent on stored energy of the battery to execute its
mission. They generally execute their motion by drift, cruise,
or glide through the ocean [1]. The history of AUVs research
can be dated back to the early 1960s where the first successful
development could be attributed to DimitriRebikoff’s SEA
SPOOK. Later, Stan Murphy, Bob Francois and Terry Ewart of
the Applied Physics Laboratory of the University of
Washington began development of what may have been the
first “true” AUV in the late 1950s. Their work led to the
development and operation of “The Self Propelled Underwater
Research Vehicle(s)” (SPURV). They were soon followed by
others such as SKAT at the Shirshov Institute of Oceanology
(Russia); OSR-V (Japan); EAVE West, RUMIC, UFSS (U.S.
Navy); EAVE EAST (University of New Hampshire, U.S.);
and EPAULARD (France) [2]. During the 1990s AUVs test
beds turn into operational systems. In the Indian scenario, a
significant step in developing a prototype of a small AUV
called Maya was achieved at the National Institute of
Oceanography, Goa, India in May 2006 [3]. Another AUV
named AUV-150, developed by Central Mechanical Research
Institute (CMERI), Durgapur, India and sponsored by Ministry
of Earth Sciences, was tested for sea trials in 2011 [4] is shown
in Fig. 1. Today, hundreds of AUVs have been developed by
many countries to accomplish a set of tasks according to
defined goals and user emerged different types of mission
tasks. An AUV's endurance depends upon speed, mission
requirements, payload, and battery type and is quantified in
both time and distance.

innovative thinking in this unexplored area of ocean
environment and observation. NIOT
T will support the winning
team with their technical expertise and also sponsor them for
the International competition being held annually
in AUVSI foundation San Diego, USA. The competition is
open to all Indian national students. The competition will be
held at three levels viz. preliminaary design review, critical
design review and functionality review.
Fig. 1. AUVs developed in India

As most of the AUVs have propellers, morre than half of the
battery power is consumed by propellers resuulting in reduced
endurance of operation. Of the surveyed AU
UVs, 46% operate
less than 12 hours, 19% between 12 and 24 hours, and 17%
greater than 24 hours [5]. Hence, in order to eenhance the range
capabilities of an AUV in terms of endurancce, powerful and
complex systems which are capable of perforrming underwater
(shallow and deep sea) tasks, are required to be developed. In
this context, National Institute of Ocean Techhnology (NIOT),
under the Ministry of Earth Sciences, joinned with IEEEOceanic Engineering Society - India chappter and Ocean
Society of India to provide an opportunnity for students
pursuing engineering degree to visualize and design an
autonomous underwater vehicle. The concceptual basis for
AVe) is to build a
Student Autonomous underwater Vehicle (SA
highly mobile autonomous underwater vehiccle (AUV) based
on engineering principles. The aim of this ccompetition is to
attract young talented students to work on under water
technology and new frontiers of ocean technoology and kindle
their innovative thinking in the unexploredd area of ocean
environment and observation. NIOT has beenn continuing this
capacity building exercise in the field of Underwater
Technology by giving technical support to thee selected student
teams for developing their AUVs and sponsooring the winning
team of SAVe to participate in the Internatioonal ROBOTICS
competition organized at San Diego USA.

In the preliminary design review
w, a report comprising of the
concept, literature review, design methodology,
m
3D simulation
depicting the concept, brief theoreetical substantiation of the
design proposed, block diagram of the concept, project
peration, design, 3D model
document with methodology of op
and video simulation to be made by the teams and should
present to the Review panel.
In continuation to the PDR, a second
s
level design review
will be held to evaluate the detailed
d description of the concept
including detailed specification, cirrcuit level design, detailed
mathematical modeling, Commerciaal Off-The-Shelf equipment
required. Expert guidance through sttate- of- the- art facility and
industrial experience to the teams and
a a Mentor is allocated to
guide the team in preparing the finall prototype.
After completion of the CDR, the developed engineered
f
competition where the
prototype will be reviewed in the final
students should demonstrate the capabilities of the AUV.

Fig. 2. NIOT Students Autonomous Underwater V
Vehicle (SAVe)
competition

The main objective for this project is to deevelop AUVs for
specified mission scenarios underwater whicch can judge the
physical aspects of the AUV such as kinem
matics, dynamics,
physical limitations, and environmental effeccts. Compared to
autonomous aerial or ground vehicle projects, underwater
domain imposes the most restriction on sensorry devices and its
hardware [6].
II. COMPETITION MODEL
The main focus of this competition is to invvolve students on
the new frontier areas of ocean technology and kindle their

Fig. 3. Competitio
on model

III.

TIME MANA
AGEMENT

The competition will start everry year in August and the
entire competition spans 6 to 8 mon
nths. The initial 2 months is
for registration and PDR documeent preparation, where the
students have to form a team, undeerstand the definition of the

problem statement, decide the approach to tthe problem and
finally prepare Preliminary Design Report. Affter the PDR, the
teams have to focus on the financial aspects like funding for
the project and costing consideration for diffeerent components
in the project. Sponsorships and fundraising aare necessary for
teams to kick-start the project. Students haave to plan well
ahead in the initial stages on the time-bounnd deadlines for
ordering the components from both thhe-National and
International market, build, integrate, and teest their vehicles.
The major factor to be taken into account in thhe procurement of
underwater products is that availability of off-the-shelf
products which might take months’ time to rreceive and could
be the cause for missing deadlines. Apart from these, the
students have to concentrate on their currricular activities,
which is a very important factor to be dealtt with a win-win
attitude in both studies and competition. F
Fig. 4 shows the
student teams working during the competition at the swimming
pool.

academically in real physical situations. This organized session
a
competition efforts in
will focus both on educational and
marine robotics. In particular, we aree interested in contributions
describing the competition/workshop activity history, the
number of participating teams/sttudents, the breakthrough
results achieved, etc. The NIOT com
mpetition is an opportunity
for motivated students to work togeether and face challenges to
accomplish a unique and rewarrding goal. The rewards
announced and providing the lab faccility to test their vehicles in
under water shall be one of the mo
otivational factors for teams
to work against the odds to accompllish their mission.

Fig. 5. Indian students interacting with Mr.
M Daryl Davidson, Executive
Director, AUVSI Foundatio
on, USA at NIOT

Fig. 4. Student teams working during the competition at the swimming pool

This competition model requires a tim
me management
strategy to be adhered strictly by the organizerrs also, where the
regular research activities of the Institute shalll not be affected,
but shall provide required support to the teeams in terms of
providing facilities for testing the vehiccle, mentorship,
components procurement etc.
IV.

NTS
MOTIVATION TO STUDEN

Motivating engineering or technology studdents in the field
of underwater technology often requires a very practical
approach far from the classroom varieety. Educational
workshops on marine robotics fulfill th
this requirement
considerably, as the operating medium water would provide a
playful environment. Either in a pool oor at sea, these
educational activities provide students w
with an exciting
environment where they can learn the designn, integration and
operation of robots. The field of robotiics needs basic
background of physics and other STEM (Sciennce, Technology,
Engineering and Mathematics) [7] discipliness and these kinds
of competitions provide a framework that encourages
innovation against tough but credible targetts and respected
benchmarks, through friendly competitions. T
The challenge to
solve complex tasks in realistic situations forcces participants to
tackle the issues, often huge, of designing rrobots capable of
working robustly in a realistic environment. Furthermore, the
competition against other teams encourages yooung engineers to
study innovative approaches to solve existing problems. There
is no better way to encourage the developmeent of young and
talented people than proposing that they soolve challenging
tasks at sea in efficient and original ways. To achieve success,
they must hone their technical skills and usee notions learned

Apart from these, success storries of students who later
continued their career in an ocean
n-related industry, research
institutions, or other robotics fieldss are valuable examples of
the success of the organized compettition/workshop to assess its
impact from the educational and eco
onomic points of view.
V.

CAPACITY BUILDING

Organizing workshops and trraining programs provide
student with an exposure to the Inteernational arena beforehand.
These attempts create a platform
m to provide students in
establishing newer contacts in the un
nderwater industry. During
these events, people across the wo
orld with similar objectives
join together and this helps the students to improve domain
knowledge. NIOT succeeded in guiding the most useful
i
to donate hard-tosponsorships and encouraging the industry
find or expensive components. A few sponsors from
Industry/component manufacturers agreed to provide students
components at a discounted price orr agreed to give components
on loan or free of cost. Furtheermore, one of the other
motivating factors is mentorship th
hroughout the competition.
This model is one of its kinds, wheere the mentors from NIOT
and other national institutes guid
de the teams to develop
problem solving capabilities and get
g expertise in design and
development.
d
problem solving
Furthermore, the students develop
capabilities in their respective field
ds together with managerial
skills to establish the team, handle time- bound situations and
ues that occur during the
control the stress caused by issu
competition.
VI.

ERWATER TECHNOLOGY
CONTRIBUTION TO UNDE

This entire process proved well and helped in the
hicle prototypes in India as
development of 10 underwater veh
shown in Table 1. Students have co
ome up with brilliant ideas
of naming their vehicles for the co
ompetition such as Amogh,
Sedna, Poseidon, Tiburon, JalNetrra, Varun, Samudra, Zyra,

Leviathan, Delfino, Hydra. The success of thhis competition is
based, in part, on the fact that India has teen AUVs having
different configurations from the following insstitutions:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)

Indian Institute of Technology, Kharagp
gpur
Indian Institute of Technology Madras, Chennai
Saveetha Engineering college, Chennai
SRM university, Chennai
Panimalar Institute of Technology, Cheennai
Indian Maritime University, Vishakhappatnam
Delhi Technological University, New D
Delhi
Ambedkar Institute of Advanced Comm
munication
Technologies and Research, New Delhii
9) National Institute of Technology, Rourkkela
10) Hindustan University, Chennai

succeeded partly due to the fact thatt India has 10 AUVs having
different configurations where appro
oximately 3 to 4 prototypes
are developed in a span of 6-8 months every year. This
b continued to help keep
capacity building exercise would be
India in the league of developed
d nations in the field of
Underwater Technology.
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The initial impetus for this competition caame from India’s
quest for unexplored areas of underwater tecchnology. As for
the global scenario, all countries are lookingg at oceans as an
opportunity to exploit and extract resourcess. This could be
made possible by continuous efforts foor technological
innovations and students are the best possiblee wealth that any
country can possess. Thus, today at the helm oof growing needs
for energy and resources, NIOT’s vision to proovide students an
opportunity to make innovations in buildding AUVs has

TABLE I.

AUVS DEVEELOPED BY DIFFERENT STUDENT TEAMS FROM EDUCATIONAL INSTITUT
TIONS

Sl.
No
1

AUV Name

iKAT

College
Name

IIT
Kharagpur

2

AUV
AMOGH

IIT Madras

AUV Photo

Salient features
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

3
DNA

Saveetha
Engineering
college

4

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

SEDNA

SRM
University

•
•
•
•
•

5
VYUHA

Panimalar
Institute of
Technology

6

JALNETRA
3.0

Indian
Maritime
university

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Positive buoyancy
2 Cameras, DVL, 6 Thrusters
Dimensions of the vehicle are 130cm x 45cm
x 55cm
Rated depth 25m
Weight 30kg
Endurance 3 hrs
Modular, hydrodynamic, dual hull, heavy
bottom design
6 thrusters that provide 4 degrees of freedom
Maximum surge speed of 1m/s
Maximum operable depth of 20m
Weighs 36.5kg with a net positive buoyancy
of 0.2%
In-water endurance time of 2 hours
Underwater subconn connectors for inter hull
connections
Custom designed motor controllers and
compact PCB's
Hull is cylindrical with semi-hemispheres
two thrusters
Weighs 20 kg
AUV has two pumps to maintain buoyancy
2 cameras
8-Thruster configuration provide 6-dof control
–(added roll control)
Run time - 1hr 30 mins
Dimensions – 1000 x 500 x 400mm
Battery pods for hot-swappable power
Custom plug & play PCB's
6-piece modular frame with two thruster
configurations
Custom enclosures with CNC machining &
anodizing
Software ported to ROS framework with
support for active localization using Doppler
Velocity log.
4- Thruster
Positive Buoyancy
2 cameras
Weighs 24 kg
In-water endurance time of 1hr 30 mins
Cost effective/cheap and light weight
Robust programming with soft coding
Equipped with advanced array of sensor. e.g.DVL, CTD, etc.,
Hydro dynamically and hydrostatically stable
Easy launch and retrieval

Sl.
No
7

AUV Name

SEDNA

College
Name

Delhi
Technological
University

8

SAMUDRA

AUV Photo

Salient features
•
•
•
•
•
•

Modular, hydrodynamic
4 thrusters that provide 4 degrees of freedom
Positive Buoyancy
2 cameras
Weighs 23 kg
In-water endurance time of 1hr 30 mins

•

Transparent body:
Polycarbonate i.e. Poly methyl methacrylate.
Positive buoyancy

•

Fault checking:
Implemented algorithms in such a manner that
there is regular checking of communication
between our processing board, microcontroller
board and other peripherals. If there is any
loss of communication the system stops
working and due to positive buoyancy the
system comes to surface automatically

•
•

Very compact vehicle
Use of servo motors for effective 3D placing
of AUV
Computer vision and windows platform
Creating our own debugging platform with
open framework libraries and windows form
application.
Graphic LCD for showing the data from onboard computer.
Rubber damping for controlling vibrations and
crush copper rings for water proofing.
Light weight, compact in shape
High performance & low power consumed
electronics is used
AUV is designed to be slightly positive
buoyant such that when there is any electrical
failure it will be automatically surfaces to the
water level
Grabber system is employed to drop marker in
the bin.
High end camera is used for higher resolution
and increased input FPS.

Ambedhkar
University,
Delhi

9

•
•
TIBURON

NIT Rourkela
•
•

10

•
•
•
POSEIDON

Hindustan
university
•
•

